Code and title of specialty: 032 «History and archeology»
Title of specialization: «History»
Code and title of the field of knowledge: 03 «Humanities»
Qualification: Master of History and Archeology
Number of credits: 90 credits ECTS
Grade of higher education: second (master) corresponds to the seventh qualification level of
National Qualifications Framework of Ukraine.
Requirement to the previous education grade: a person has the right to obtain master’s degree
provided he has bachelor degree. Provided that the previous level was obtained in another country, it is
necessary to pass through the nostrification procedure.
Qualification requirements: document on higher education is issued to the person, who has
successfully completed educational program and passed certification. Graduation certification is carried out
by an assessment of competence formation degree. Attestation form- defense of master's thesis.
Program study results: In terms of professional research and educational activities, to apply general
and specialized research methods for the analysis of historical objects, phenomena and processes.
In terms of professional research and training activities, to use knowledge to reproduce conceptualcategorical information about objects, subjects, properties, processes, methods and ways of activity.
In terms of production activity to plan and creatively design the education process as a whole, as well
as the process of training a particular material, taking into account the specifics of the educational institution
type; to plan educational and communicative activity of students both in class and in extra-curricular
activities; to carry out in an integrated manner various kinds of training individualization.
In terms of production activity to outline the ways of forming intellectual and emotional spheres of
the student, his cognitive and intellectual forces on historical material as an academic subject in a specific
educational institution.
In terms of production activity, on the basis of the historical text analysis, to highlight its relevance
for the present.
To be able to apply fundamentals of psychology of education and upbringing, organizational abilities,
aesthetic expressiveness and pedagogical artistry, advanced experience in the process of education and
upbringing.
In terms of professional teaching activities to prepare and conduct a lesson, plan lesson systems
according to the purpose of history teaching, and develop tasks for independent work of students.
In terms of professional research and teaching activities:
- using the principles of professional communication at the scientific research level of modern
Ukrainian professional language and a foreign language( necessary for understanding certain historical terms)
to communicate with participants of professional, research and educational activities;
- working with sources of professional information, to analyze and adjust scientific texts in
accordance with the norms of the scientific discourse of the modern Ukrainian professional language and
foreign languages, necessary for understanding certain historical terms.
In terms of production activity, using professionally-oriented foreign sources, to master the basics of
historical research.
To issue and maintain production and accounting documentation.
In terms of professional research and educational activity, for information search, data processing and
educational material and research results presentation, to be able to use the Windows system, Mircrosoft
Office technologies, additional packages, optical recognition systems, statistical text processing programs and
new generation hardware.
In terms of professional teaching activity, to be able to apply the acquired knowledge for relevant
historical material presentation as well as constantly update training content.
In terms of professional educational activity, to use current teaching methods in the process of history
teaching in secondary schools, to present material and control the assessment level.
In terms of research and educational activities on the basis of informational professionally-oriented
(verbal , electronic, etc.) resources, with the help of appropriate methods, to conduct:

- acquisition of new information about historical objects, phenomena and processes;
- search and analytical processing of new text (work with sources of scientific, educational and
reference information), graphic, audio and video information , necessary for solving specific tasks of
professional research and educational activities.
- freely and correctly use knowledge on history in various communicative situations (in professional
communication, in the process of history teaching in high school, for a quality reproduction of the primary
source in the target language).
- mobilize intellectual and spiritual opportunities for independent acquisition of new knowledge,
progressive technologies and innovations.
To expand and systematize acquired knowledge gained through self-education and self-improvement.
Critically evaluate gained experience from the perspective of latest achievements of historical science
and social activity.
In terms of professional educational activity:
-to conduct discussions of general scientific and professionally-oriented problems aimed at achieving
understanding;
- to conduct vebal and written information exchange in the course of everyday and business contacts
(business meetings, sessions, etc.) in order to obtain information necessary for solving specific teaching
activity tasks;
-prepare and implement a report presentation on the results of professional activities.
Using knowledge on history and foreign languages and drawing upon practical skills, to be able to
assess the primary source in terms of translation difficulties, to analyze the ways to overcome them, evaluate
the final version of the translation.
Using knowledge of professionally-oriented human and social and economic sciences, specialized
linguistic disciplines , secondary school teaching skills, skills of scientific and business communication( in
Ukrainian and foreign languages) to be able to manage individual professional training activity.
To know functional features of historical process for choosing an effective way to present them in
teaching history and their reproduction in the learning process.
In terms or production activity, based on the analysis of personal observation results, to analyze and
evaluate linguistic and speech material of textbooks and teaching aids for the purpose of revealing its
methodological significance, scientific reliability and foreseeing possible difficulties in material acquisition.
Employment competences: Master of specialty 032 «History and archeology» can hold positions
according to the National classification of occupations of Ukraine DK 003:2010.
Further study perspective: Master of specialty 032 «History and archeology» can continue training
on the third (educational and scientific) level of higher education.
Department graduating student with a degree: department of World History and History of
Ukraine
Institute/faculty: faculty of law
Educational program supervisor: Ph.D in history, Associate Professor Sapitska O.M.,
sapitskava@vandex.ua, +380664838802

